This .doc contains notes on his book, The Conflict Between Atomism and Conservation
Theory, , and the article, "The Significance…Hard Bodies…"
The Significance of "Hard Bodies" ….
Isis 1959 p. 199 Newton suggested "hard, impenetrable, movable particles" inelastic. Another group of theorists were proposing soft elastic atoms alla Boscovich (et al.) p. 200 Newtonians (like Maclaurin -think of the special 0 case of the Taylor series) held that collision would slow down… even come to a dead stop. Cartesians denied the dead stop idea, and held that force was conserved and the particles would bounce apart… insisted on continuity. Truly hard bodies would be perfectly elastic. Jean Bernoulli advanced this idea but he seemed to have some qualifications for what "hardness" meant.
aside: Here is the Taylor series. If a=0 it is the Maclaruan series.
…the zeroth derivative of f is defined to be f itself and (x − a) 0 and 0! are both defined to be 1.
The Maclaurin series of (1- aside: Maupertuis argued theoretically that the earth was "oblate" (as opposed to prolate) and he was later sent (1736) on a mission by the King of France to measure the length of a degree of meridian. This settled the contraversy in his favor.
Bosco also involved in similar cartographic issues.
p. 203 Maupertuis applied his "least action" principle [ca. 1744] to totally elastic and totally hard scenarios.
Euler's formulation of least action.
…integral of the momentum over distance traveled… …it's sort of the sum of momentum over a given path… Maupertuis minimized this as his principle. In nature, change is caused by the least possible action.
Maupertuis favored his law over continuity. p. 204 Lagrange used least action principle and applied it to orbital motion in g field. No collisions, so the discontinuity issue didn't matter. Things never just stopped. Lagrange held to a Boscovician punctum idea. L. Carnot (ca. 1803) loved Lagrange's eloquent use of least action in continuous situations. But he lamented that collision situations between hard bodies had not been well modeled. He held a Newtonian ideal… hard bodies stop at impact. Carnot wanted to improve mechanized things by avoiding all head-on collisions when possible. p. 205 Poisson worked on perfectly inelastic collision ideas. He moved in energy and work ideas. p. 206 Poisson's approach proved to be too complicated in practice… but Sadi Carnot applied Poisson's "cycle" to the steam engine (1824), but he applied the theory an ideally elastic gas, not the parts of the machine itself. Carnot integrated the product of pressure and differential-volume: integrated pdv. A bunch of people worked off of Carnot's lead… heat expanded and the ideal gas… it was a mechanical issue. The heat's effects were essentially gravitationally independent and interatomic forces were negligible. p. 207 These ideas led to the 1 st law of thermo: conservation of energy.
p. 207/8 William Thomson (Kelvin) then hit on the entropy idea (2 nd law of Thermo) that heat was motion. [Kelvin is generally credited with kinetic energy as we define it today but it wasn't totally his idea.] p. 209 Enter God, who regulated the law of the conservation of kinetic energy. Case I. Temporary change in form and volume during elastic impact. Because 1/2(mv 2 ) has that squared velocity term, it doesn't matter if it is positive or negative… it is always positive after it has been squared. In an elastic collision, the velocity switches perfectly, but the kinetic energy stays the same. Thus, conservation of energy holds. Case II. In an inelastic collision (like soft wax) the energy is conserved by the compression of the wax itself, a change in its volume and its form. pressures of some sort of electrical fluid and when put together (or separated by water or another conductive fluid) the electrical fluid would flow from the high pressure metal to the low pressure metal, the pressures between the two would seek equilibrium… if the metals were separated, they would have a charge left on them … zinc-copper… electric fluid flow resulted with the addition of water (or better, acid None. It was just a lazy convenience.
p. 73 Dalton's packed spheres in contact with one another didn't work for Davy… how could things contract when cooled if they are in contact and the atoms were hard spheres? There must be space between atoms if atoms are to be considered. Thus atoms must both repell and attract. Also if the attractive/repulsive force was purely radial and spherically symmetric, how could solids form that were more than just blobs? [How crystals?] Dalton's theory also had jumps in atomic weights and no continunity. Continuity was hard to get rid of for Davy. Attraction of atoms didn't explain the regular forms that occurred. Contraction with cooling suggested that there must be spaces between the hard spheres of Daltonian atoms. All this seemed silly to Davy. He liked Boscovich.
The Theory of Point Atoms [Bosco]
Williams gives date for Theoria as 1763… it was actually 1758 for the first ed. and 63 for the 2 nd . He also considers the title to be modest… The/A theory of natural philosophy? How is that modest? p. 74 For Bosco, elastic collision was impossible for hard bodies. [as Williams explains it.] Deformation not possible since atoms were supposed to be the most basic and uncuttable parts of matter. At the moment of impact the atoms must be motionless when they switch directions or they must have two directions at once. If mv^2 means anything then conservation of energy is weird at this point. If v=0 then there is no energy and conservation is lost, but if v has two directions… that's weird. Where did it go and how does it reappear after the elastic collision? Boscovich's theory allowed for continuity and the forces acted even if the velocity was zero. F=ma afterall.
p. 75/76 Extension was explained as was the impossibility of impenetrability. All was force, (like Kant) but points of force, puncta. Stable points on the curve explained phase changes and latent heat (alla Black).
Cohesion too. Heat motion and vibrations.
For Bosco and his disciples, the chemical elements were not the puncta, but were complex patterns of forces surrounding agrigates of puncta. There would be constructive and destructive combinations of the forces, but there would be a finite number of combinations due to the levels of attraction that the curve proposed.
[ In the appendix B will expound on how different the soul is from matter.. the connection between the soul and the body and how the soul can affect the body. B will also prove God via his theory.
P8 (p. 19) Part I
A system midway between N and L. It utilizes the non-extended primary elements of L and the mutual r-dependent attractive forces of N. But B's theory adds r-dependent repulsive forces too. The force curve extends to infinity. Any change in possition changes the universe.. however slightly. [I gather that L's monads did not have an inherent force… and that they could collect and perhaps even touch each other in some weird way…. and they added up to measurable stuff… it seems very much linked to L's conception of how his integral calculus worked.] B's theory explains what N proposed would take 3: gravity, cohesion, and fermentation. All three are covered by B's theory. And, B's theory is expressable in just one algebraic formula. [where is this formula, pray tell?] P9 (p. 20) Primary stuff is indivisible and non-extended… scattered in an "immense vacuum." There is always separation between two points. [They cannot touch one another, since they are non-extended, they would have to be in the same place to touch one another.] (p. 21) he posits Newtonian inertia on these points. Is it God-given or just nature… B hypothesis non fingo. B uses a spring to describe how a force smoothly goes from attractive to repulsive. The closest repulsive force is asymptotic. At greater distances it is gravitational, 1/r 2 . related. See graph.
